Accurate evaporation rates of pure and doped water clusters in vacuum: A statistico-dynamical approach.
Unimolecular evaporation of selected pure (H(2)O)(n) and heterogeneous (H(2)O)(n-1)X(+) water clusters containing a single hydronium or ammonium impurity is investigated in the framework of phase space theory (PST) in its orbiting transition state version. Using the many-body polarizable Kozack-Jordan potential and its extensions for X(+)=H(3)O(+) and NH(4) (+), the thermal evaporation of clusters containing 21 and 50 molecules is simulated at several total energies. Numerous molecular dynamics (MD) trajectories at high internal energies provide estimates of the decay rate constant, as well as the kinetic energy and angular momentum released upon dissociation. Additional Monte Carlo simulations are carried out to determine the anharmonic densities of vibrational states, which combined with suitable forms for the rotational densities of states provide expressions for the energy-resolved differential rates. Successful comparison between the MD results and the independent predictions of PST for the distributions of kinetic energy and angular momentum released shows that the latter statistical approach is quantitative. Using MD data as a reference, the absolute evaporation rates are calculated from PST over broad energy and temperature ranges. Based on these results, the presence of an ionic impurity is generally found to decrease the rate, however the effect is much more significant in the 21-molecule clusters. Our calculations also suggest that due to backbendings in the microcanonical densities of states the variations of the evaporation rates may not be strictly increasing with energy or temperature.